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INTRODUCTION

and are the three major areas
today. 1964, the National Water

and Air Pollution Commission by the Congress of the
Philippines. this agency is known as the National Pollution
Control (1) Our deep concern on environmental quality
was shown by our sponsoring the International Conference on the Survival
of Humankind: The Philippine
Today we have the Ministry of
Resource Center, and the National Environmental
geared toward the study of environmental degradation and
of environmental quality.

What relation has environment to geography?

WHAT IS GEOGRAPHY?

water.
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-t-r- landform, major and minor including rocks
minerals.

4. Biosphere - natural vegetation, natural wild animal .life.

II. Cultural (Human) Element

5.
(1) densities, pattern and distribution.
(2) Cultural Inheritance - man's

habits, those
uses of physical habitat.

(3) Major Occupations-agriculture, manufacturing, mining,
trade, hunting, and fishing, etc.

(4) Major Works and Accomplishments

these

3. Area-Studies Tradition geography within the concept of
studies of regions.

Earth Science Trtulition.:
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However, today Earth Science is taught in and universities
especially in the University of the Philippines at Quezon City
and at the Philippine Women's University, Manila.

First year students in College of Arts and. Sciences taking Earth
Science subject learned a number fundamentals especially in the relation
ship of temperature and substance. For example, the professor said
that at high temperature the substance and at low
the substance contract. When the asked to
the clever one "Sir during the warm season the
and during the season the days are shorter." course this
phenomenon has something to do with summer and winter seasons and
the distance of the earth from the SUll during these times.

Spatial Tradition:

This is an

increass its value as a means of' transportation. (4)
inter-action is concerned with movements between areas nr t,hp p1t"":[8 01

or processes .in one area upon those in another.
between of work of people and where they

for study here in Metro Manila .

.tna Studies Tradition:

An American
of the Ilocos

and Norte. (5)
of CABALAG region

and Laguna. 'There are now a number
in Regional Geography, like regions

in Middle East and others.
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Man-lAnd Tradition:

This tradition of geography covers a broad area where man has
dealt with widely. Area of geographical studies such as Economic
Geography, Agricultural Geography, Conservation of Natural
Political Geography and Human Geography and many others
with Social Science studies have been made by many
geographers.

An example of this study came out in
de Castro of the Institute de Nutricao,

Janeiro, published his book on the
brilliant exposition of Human Geography, has his
purpose - the of the phenomenon of hunger ill its Universal
Manifestation. "The Hunger in the past. means lack of food to

and the number of deaths from hunger limited to the
people who died from sheer starvation as in famine. The

author, however, uses it in the modern sense as lack of the forty
as so food constituents needed to maintain health. The of any of
these causes premature death, though not from emaciation
due to lack of any kind of food that can be eaten. of any kind
of food as occurs in famine, has always been a major cause of death.
Even in recent times. more people have died from famine than have
been killed in war. But these numbers are small when compared with
the number whose diet is inadequate to maintain and who
suffer to some degree from nutritional diseases. If hunger is used
this sense then estimates two-thirds of the

of the are A recent American Committee
number as high as percent."

AWAKENING OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN

the East at
book warned the

States cf the created the imbalance
nature to the degradation of environmental quality. It was during this
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described
and consequently

In 1938, Kus:sel Lord's book -- Behold. Our Land; called
of the American people of the wanton destruchion
water resources. This destruction lead, to the imbalance
of the environmental quality. (10)

In ten

measures to effect
was Fairfield Osborns, Our
who cares about tomorrow. (12)

Tomorrow might be next year, or year after next year, or the year
2000, when the Philippines will have 84 to 90 million people on the piece
of land of 30 million hectares. Some of us may not be here on the
morrow but our grandchildren dear to us will still be here to
the environment with standing room only, and not knowing to
get the next meal.
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EN'vIR()Nl.\1lEN'rAL STUDIES:
THE GEOGRAPHY

In 1971, Dr. Peter P. Mason and Dr. Michael W. Kuhn of the
University of California at Sta. Barbara, presented the fifth tradition
of geography with a question mark. (16) This presentation was made
after Dr. William D. Pattison's Four Tradition of Geography in
1964.(3)

The five traditions of geography today are as follows:

1. Earth Science the concept of the planet earth in
the solar

2. Spatial Tradition - the concept of space and reality.

3. Area-Studies Tradition - concept of regional studies.
4. Man-Land Tradition - concept of man and his relationship to

land and soil and other physical and cultural elements.

5. Environmental Tradition - concept of geography within the
context of the four traditions.
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at

not now

of the public, espe
social and economic

"Environmental studies is well-suited to education
in the liberal arts tradition which is intended to intellectual
horizons of the individual. In the case of environmental studies, the
focus is on the habitat of man and man's interaction with his environ
ment. Study is intended to increase awareness and sensitivity. Environ
mental studies is at least as good a preparation for coping with contem
porary physical and social environment as the traditional undergraduate
majors. In the same sense, environmental studies would seem to be an
excellent preparation for employment in a broad spectrum of profession."

Environmental Tradition, the best that happened in the
was the workshop on Education needs for the

Environmental Program in May 27-31, 1974, under the joint
sponsorship of the National Science Development Board (NSDB) and
the National Academy of Science (NAS) of USA.

The four basic recommendations of the workshop were:

1. To strengthen existing education and for environmental
and technicians, approaches

environmental planning and p'v,,,,,,,, "V"'''',,,
2. Begin environmental

offered in the Philippines but for is a need.
3. To develop new kinds of environmental training' programs

stress conditions and needs in the Philippines and
ratios of the trainings.

4. To develop greater awareness on the
cially businessman, and industrialist,
consequences of environmental damage.

The proceedings and recommendations of the workshop have been
submitted to the Office of the the National Economic and
Development Authority and other agencies of the Philippine
government for their consideration. have been made
avai'able to the educational institutions, government and industrial
sectors.

At one
the ECHO Seminar/Workshop
mental Education.
ings. I believe there are still 0"""'.""",'n",,,,,,~ ,n"

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

!fwe must be the
cation and Culture must
intermediate and
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